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Aquired apraxia of speech is a disorder that impairs speech production, despite intact peripheral neuromotor function. Its pathome-

chanism remains to be established. Neurodegenerative lesion models provide an unequalled opportunity to explore the neural

correlates of apraxia of speech, which is present in a subset of patients diagnosed with non-semantic variants of primary progres-

sive aphasia. The normalized pairwise variability index, an acoustic measure of speech motor programming, has shown high

sensitivity and specificity for apraxia of speech in cross-sectional studies. Here, we aimed to examine the strength of the pairwise

variability index and overall word duration (i.e. articulation rate) as markers of progressive motor programming deficits in primary

progressive aphasia with apraxia of speech. Seventy-nine individuals diagnosed with primary progressive aphasia (39 with non-flu-

ent variant and 40 with logopenic variant) and 40 matched healthy controls participated. Patients were followed-up annually

(range 1–6 years, median number of visits¼ 2). All participants completed a speech assessment task and a high-resolution MRI.

Our analyses investigated trajectories of speech production (e.g. pairwise variablity index and word duration) and associations

with cortical atrophy in the patients. At first presentation, word duration differentiated the nonfluent and logopenic cases statistic-

ally, but the range of scores overlapped substantially across groups. Longitudinally, we observed progressive deterioration in pair-

wise variability index and word duration specific to the non-fluent group only. The pairwise variability index showed particularly

strong associations with progressive atrophy in speech motor programming brain regions. Of novelty, our results uncovered a key

role of the right frontal gyrus in underpinning speech motor programming changes in non-fluent cases, highlighting the importance

of right-brain regions in responding to progressive neurological changes in the speech motor network. Taken together, our findings

validate the use of a new metric, the pairwise variability index, as a robust marker of apraxia of speech in contrast to more generic

measures of speaking rate. Sensitive/specific neuroimaging biomarkers of the emergence and progression of speech impairments

will be useful to inform theories of the pathomechanisms underpinning impaired speech motor control. Our findings justify devel-

oping more sensitive measures of rhythmic temporal control of speech that may enable confident detection of emerging speech dis-

turbances and more sensitive tracking of intervention-related changes for pharmacological, neuromodulatory and behavioural

interventions. A more reliable detection of speech disturbances has relevance for patient care, with predominance of progressive

apraxia of speech a high-risk factor for later diagnosis of progressive supranuclear palsy or corticobasal degeneration.
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Introduction
Speech motor control is a complex process that relies on

a network of brain regions across frontal lobes, including

primary, premotor, supplementary motor areas and infer-

ior frontal gyrus as well as insula, somatosensory and

auditory cortices, subcortical and cerebellar regions.1–3

Not surprisingly, given the number of brain regions

involved, a range of speech motor control disorders have

been identified, that include apraxia of speech (AOS) and

dysarthria. Unlike in dysarthria, peripheral neuromotor

function is intact in AOS. Apraxic speech errors arise

from disrupted feedforward (or predictive) control of the

spatio-temporal parameters of speech movements.4,5 It

manifests as increased duration of syllables in words, par-

ticularly unstressed syllables, increased duration of transi-

tions between syllables and spatio-temporal articulatory

errors (i.e. distortions) on production of speech sounds6–

10; also see Ballard et al.11 for a review. It is of specific

interest as it represents the interface of the linguistic and

the motor control systems, providing a window into the

processes(es) for converting thoughts into the movement
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programs that drive the articulatory system. Unlike the

dysarthrias, AOS arises from left hemisphere-lateralized

brain disturbances, with evidence implicating a central

role of the left premotor cortex.2,7,12–15 Detecting pres-

ence or predominance of AOS is of central importance

due to its association with emergence of Parkinson’s plus

syndrome16,17 and selection of efficacious motor learning

interventions to prolong speech function.18 Importantly,

no specific and objective behavioural markers of AOS

have been adopted. Addressing this issue would strength-

en the current research on behavioural outcomes of

pharmacological, neuromodulatory, and behavioural

interventions, and would increase our understanding of

the neural underpinnings of speech motor control.

The neurodegenerative brain condition of frontotempo-

ral dementia (FTD) provides an ideal opportunity to iden-

tify the pathomechanisms of AOS. AOS is present in 70–

90% of patients diagnosed with nonfluent variant pri-

mary progressive aphasia (nfvPPA), one of the main FTD

syndromes.19,20 Pathologically, nfvPPA is usually a tauop-

athy, but recent meta-analysis evidence suggests it is also

associated with TDP-43 subtypes, including type C in up

to 68% of cases21 and more rarely, type A inclusions.22

Its clinical presentation, however, can often be confused

with another PPA, the logopenic variant (lvPPA), in

which apraxia of speech is absent. In contrast to nfvPPA,

lvPPA is an atypical presentation of Alzheimer pathology

initially focussed in left temporal-parietal cortex.23 This

region is associated with processing and retrieval of ab-

stract phonological representations for subsequent articu-

lation and holding phonological information in working

memory.24 The differentiation of speech errors arising

from phonological/working memory versus motor pro-

gramming impairment has been confounded by the need

to examine both components through the articulation of

speech. This has motivated recent efforts to identify ob-

jective acoustic measures that correlate with expert per-

ceptual judgments of apraxic speech features.6–9,25,26

Objective acoustic signatures of articulatory timing or

rhythm have shown promise for the detection of AOS.6–

9,25–28 For example, speech or articulation rate deterio-

rates disproportionately faster with disease progression in

nfvPPA compared with lvPPA.25,26 Speech rate refers to

the number of syllables produced per second and is often

measured over one or more sentences. Speech rate can be

slowed for many reasons, including language-related fac-

tors such as impaired lexical access or grammatical proc-

essing.25 To control for these influences, articulation rate

is usually measured from single, often multisyllabic,

words. It is thought to reflect motor planning/program-

ming and execution processes and can be affected by

damage to any region within the bilateral speech motor

network.

The normalized pairwise variability index (PVI) for

vowel duration is a measure that has high sensitivity and

specificity for nfvPPA and AOS.6,7,9 This measure cap-

tures a feature of AOS where very brief syllables become

protracted while others are not.10 PVI measures the rela-

tive duration of the first two vowels in three-syllable

words. Words with a strong–weak stress (e.g. dinosaur)

have high positive PVI values and words with a weak–

strong stress (e.g. banana) have high negative PVI values.

Individuals with AOS tend to lengthen weak syllables at

word onset, driving the negative PVI values towards

zero.6,7,9 While this change slows the overall articulation

rate, it is specific to the apraxic disruption to program-

ming and to producing time/rhythmically-constrained

movement transitions. To date, PVI has only been

explored in cross-sectional samples of patients with

stroke-related or progressive AOS.6,7,9 In stroke, PVI was

found to be a better predictor of AOS than overall ar-

ticulation rate.6 If deterioration in specific acoustic met-

rics is found to correlate with changes in regional cortical

integrity in specific PPA variants, we are a step closer to

identifying causative mechanisms for the unique profile of

speech deficits in AOS. Such insight can direct the devel-

opment of a more sensitive and standardized tool for

identifying signs of AOS earlier in the disease course, for

reliable diagnosis at any point along the disease trajec-

tory, and for clinical monitoring of change in response to

progression or intervention.

Here, we aimed to test the strength of the PVI metrics,

as well as overall word duration (i.e. articulation rate), as

markers of nfvPPA with AOS by investigating (i) whether

these measures differentiate this group from lvPPA

throughout the disease course and (ii) whether changes in

PVI are associated with cortical changes over time in one

or both patient groups. We hypothesized that the deteri-

oration in PVI towards zero over time, specific to the

nfvPPA group and particularly affecting weak–strong

words, would be strongly associated with changes in cor-

tical atrophy in the left inferior frontal regions, regions

classically associated with speech motor planning/pro-

gramming. Similarly, we hypothesized that word duration

would increase (i.e. slower rate) with disease progression

in nfvPPA, relative to lvPPA, but associations with cor-

tical atrophy would be less specific; that is, diffusely dis-

tributed throughout the speech network and therefore

weaker, given that slowed articulation rate is not specific

to speech praxis.

Materials and methods

Participants

Seventy-nine individuals diagnosed with non-semantic

PPA (40 lvPPA and 39 nfvPPA) from FRONTIER, the

multidisciplinary frontotemporal dementia research clinic

in Sydney, were included in this study. These PPA patient

groups were matched to 40 healthy controls (HC)

according to age, sex and education (Table 1). Both

PPA groups were also matched on disease duration, cal-

culated from symptom onset. All patients were assessed
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by the multidisciplinary team and diagnosis was reached

after a consensus meeting between the behavioural neu-

rologists (JRH and CL). Diagnosis followed current clin-

ical and diagnostic criteria for PPA29 based on a

comprehensive clinical assessment, review of the clinical

file and history, cognitive examination, informant report

and structural MRI brain scans. The Frontotemporal

Dementia Rating Scale (FRS) was used to measure overall

disease severity.30 Patients underwent clinical, cognitive

and neuroimaging annual follow-up (range 1–6 years, me-

dian number of visits¼ 2). Clinical diagnosis of PPA in

all patients was confirmed at the latest point of follow-up

available. AOS was reported for 77% (30/39) of nfvPPA

cases, consistent with previous studies;19,20 with AOS

diagnosis based on the neurologists’ perceptual identifica-

tion of AOS signs, including effortful or halting speech,

speech sound distortions, changes in stress and intonation

in speech, and/or reduced speech intelligibility.29,31

Further details of the speech assessements are provided in

Supplementary materials.

Healthy controls were selected from the FRONTIER

volunteer database and local community clubs.

Controls scored �88/100 on the Addenbrooke’s

Cognitive Examination (ACE-R or ACE-III)32–34 and 0

on the Sum of Boxes score of the Clinical Dementia

Rating Scale.35 Exclusion criteria for all participants

included the presence of concurrent primary psychiatric

disturbance, other neurodegenerative conditions or

neurological disorders, history of significant traumatic

brain injury (with LOC > 5 min) and/or history of

substance abuse.

The South Eastern Sydney Local Health District and

the University of New South Wales ethics committees

approved the study. Participants and/or their primary

caregiver provided informed consent in accordance with

the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants volunteered their

time and were reimbursed for travel costs.

Speech assessment

All participants completed the 30-item word repetition

task of the Sydney Language Battery (SYDBAT)36 during

the comprehensive diagnostic assessment. From this task,

responses to six 3-syllable words were extracted for ana-

lysis: two with strong–weak (SW) stress (bicycle and

dinosaur) and four with weak–strong (WS) stress (ba-
nana, computer, pagoda, potato). Six additional words

were presented to participants to increase the sample size

for each stress type (SW: cardigan, motorbike, barbecue;

WS: tomato, pyjamas, zucchini).

Two measures were made on each word production:

normalized PVI for vowel duration and whole word dur-

ation. PVI is a measure of lexical stress contrastiveness

and reveals impaired temporal control of sequential

speech segments that characterizes AOS [See PVI equation

(PVI¼ 100�ABS [(d1� d2)/(d1þ d2)� 0.5]; where ‘d’ is

duration in milliseconds of the first (1) and second (2)

vowel, ABS, absolute value); e.g.7,9]. All selected words

fit recommended criteria for PVI measurement of (i) hav-

ing a tense (i.e. long) vowel in the stressed syllable and

(ii) vowels being adjacent to plosive (e.g./p/,/t/), fricative

(/f/,/s/,/th/), and nasal (/m/,/n/) phonemes, with clear boun-

daries in the acoustic waveform to allow reliable identifi-

cation of vowel onset and offset.28,37 For each

participant at each time point, their median PVI value for

each word type (SW, WS) was used for statistical

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics at baseline of nfvPPA, lvPPA and healthy controls

nfvPPA lvPPA HC F P

n 5 39 n 5 40 n 5 40

Sex (M:F) 17:22 15:25 20:20 1.27# 0.53

Age (years) 65.5 6 9.5 66.9 6 7.4 64.9 6 6.6 0.66 0.51

Education (years)a 13.0 6 3.2 12.2 6 3.3 13.3 6 3.0 1.39 0.25

Handedness (L:R) 3:36 3:37 0:40 3.20# 0.20

English as first

languageb

28 39 39 17.55# <0.001

Disease duration

(years)

3.3 6 2.2 3.5 6 2.5 – 0.20 0.65

FRS (Rasch score)c 2.3 6 1.8 1.5 6 1.8 – 3.71 0.06

Number of

assessmentsd

2 [1–6] 2 [1–4] – 0.51ˆ 0.52

Baseline 39 40 40 – –

Year 2 25 22 – – –

Year 3 11 12 – – –

Year 4 3 2 – – –

Year 5 1 0 – – –

Year 6 1 0 – – –

Total 80 76 40 – –

Values are mean 6 standard deviation, with the exception of dwhere values are expressed as median [range]. #Chi-square value.ˆt-statistic value. FRS, Frontotemporal dementia

Rating Scale; HC, healthy controls; lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive aphasia. Missing data: aYears of education

missing for 1 control; bFirst language in non-native English speakers; nfvPPA (n¼ 11): Slavic (3; Hungarian, Latvian/Russian, Croatian); Romance (2, Italian); Semitic (2; Arabic,

Maltese); Germanic (2, German, Dutch); African (1; Afrikaans); Dravidian (1, Mayalayam); lvPPA (n¼ 1)¼Germanic (1; Dutch). English as first language missing for 1 control;
cFRS score missing for 3 nfvPPA and 2 lvPPA; dNumber of MRI and clinical assessments.
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analyses. In prior work using these stimulus characteris-

tics, an absolute value for median PVI_WS smaller than

100 is strongly predictive of expert judgement of AOS

presence.6,7

The second measure, word duration, is a global meas-

ure of the rate of articulation, which is affected by dam-

age to any components of the bilateral speech motor

network.38 Word duration is measured in milliseconds

from the onset of the initial sound of the word to the

offset of the final sound, determined using the vocal pitch

and loudness trajectories calculated using Praat

software.39

All speech samples were analysed by the same primary

rater (PAM), trained by an experienced speech scientist

(KJB), and following procedures described elsewhere.6,37

Raters were blinded to PPA variant (i.e. nfvPPA, lvPPA),

case history, medical records, any brain imaging findings,

and results of the speech and language tests performed.

Inter-rater reliability of PVI measurements has been per-

formed previously in samples of randomly selected AOS

cases, see Refs.6,37 and reported to be high (Intra-class

correlation coefficients of 0.90, P< 0.0001, consistency

agreement on single measures, 95% CI).

For the behavioural analyses, poor audio quality pre-

vented reliable acoustic analysis on a small number of

samples. For SW words, 10 timepoint measurements were

missing in nfvPPA and 6 in lvPPA patients. For WS

words, 10 timepoint measurements were missing for 10

nfvPPA and 4 in lvPPA patients. One lvPPA patient had

no behavioural data available but one MRI. This patient

was excluded from the behavioural analyses but included

in the neuroimaging analyses.

Neuroimaging assessment

MRI acquisition

Participants underwent whole-brain structural MRI in a

3 T Phillips scanner with a standard 8-channel head coil.

Two 3D high-resolution turbo field echo T1-weighted

sequences were acquired using the following parameters:

coronal orientation, matrix 256� 256, 200 slices, 1 mm2

in-plane resolution, slice thickness 1 mm, echo time/repeti-

tion time 2.6/5.8 ms, flip angle a¼ 8�. Among the PPA

groups, 22/40 lvPPA patients and 25/39 nfvPPA patients

underwent annual follow-up MRI (range 1–6 years, me-

dian number of MRI scans¼ 2). A total of 196 MRI

scans (40 HC, 76 lvPPA and 80 nfvPPA) were included

in the study. MRI scans were obtained on average within

1 month of the clinical data acquisition.

Pre-processing

At each time point, the two T1 volumes were merged

and averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and

grey-white matter contrasts. FreeSurfer software, version

5.3.0 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu.au/) was used to

perform surface-based cortical processing40,41 using stand-

ard methods.42

The longitudinal pre-processing included the following

steps. First, an unbiased within-subject template43 was

created using robust, inverse consistent registration be-

tween the two points for each individual.44 Next, skull

stripping, Talairach transformations, atlas registration,

spherical surface maps and parcellations were initialized

with common information from the within-subject tem-

plate to increase reliability and statistical power.45

Cortical thickness was smoothed with a 20 mm full-width

at half-height Gaussian kernel for all analyses to reduce

the impact of imperfect alignment between cortices and

thereby improve the signal-to-noise ratio.46

Subcortical structures were automatically segmented

and extracted for both hemispheres. For these subcortical

structures, measurements from both hemispheres were

averaged and adjusted for total intracranial volume, in

line with published methods.47 All images were visually

inspected and manually corrected to remove artefacts and

tissue segmentation errors. No MRI scans were excluded

from the imaging analyses.

Statistical analyses

Baseline demographic and clinical variables

Analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS statistics (ver-

sion 24.0). One-way analyses of variance were conducted

to examine demographic (age, education) and clinical

(disease duration, FRS, ACE and SYDBAT scores) varia-

bles followed by Sidak post hoc tests where relevant.

Categorical variables (sex, handedness) were analysed

using chi-square tests.

Baseline and longitudinal speech analysis

Baseline PVI and word duration were analysed using

one-way ANOVA to determine patterns of speech motor

impairment across PPA groups (lvPPA, nfvPPA) and

healthy controls (HC). Pair-wise post hoc tests were con-

ducted with a Sidak correction for multiple comparisons.

Linear mixed effects (LME) models were fitted to

model the time-related changes in outcome variables

according to diagnosis. LME modelling is a powerful and

flexible approach for analysing longitudinal data, as it

can handle variable rates of missing data, uneven timing

of events and single time points. The fixed effects in the

model included diagnosis, time, and the interaction be-

tween diagnosis and time. The only random effect

included was the individual variability associated with the

patients at baseline (where we used the random intercept

model). Residual errors of the model and the random

intercepts for each participant at baseline were assumed

to be normally distributed. Post hoc analyses examined

pairwise mean comparisons according to diagnosis in out-

come variables across all time-points. All participants

were assumed to be independent. Longitudinal analyses
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compared nfvPPA and lvPPA, as we assumed no change

in HC groups over time.

Baseline and longitudinal comparisons of cortical

thickness and subcortical volumes

For cross-sectional analyses, whole-brain differences in

cortical thickness at baseline were examined using vertex-

wise general linear models (GLM) including cortical

thickness as a dependent variable and group (nfvPPA,

lvPPA and healthy controls) as an independent variable.

For subcortical structures, one-way ANOVAs followed by

Sidak post hoc tests were used to identify group differen-

ces for lvPPA, nfvPPA and healthy controls.

For the longitudinal analyses, vertex-wise comparisons

of annual rate of change in cortical thickness were ana-

lysed using the Spatiotemporal LME Matlab tools

(FreeSurfer version 5.3.0).48,49 These analyses were con-

ducted in nfvPPA and lvPPA.

The mean trend in cortical thickness over time was

assessed across PPA groups. Visual inspection of the plots

revealed linear trajectories of cortical thickness over time.

Therefore, a spatiotemporal LME model of cortical atro-

phy was fitted, with (i) diagnosis (nfvPPA and lvPPA);

(ii) follow-up time (expressed in days from baseline MRI

acquisition); (iii) the interaction between diagnosis and

follow-up time as fixed effects; (iv) the intercept; and (v)

time from baseline MRI acquisition as random effects. As

both groups were matched at baseline for age, sex, dis-

ease duration and education, no covariates were included

in the model. The null hypotheses of no change in cor-

tical thickness over time and no diagnosis � time inter-

action (i.e. no group-specific atrophy rate) were tested.

Statistical significance was first set at an FDR <0.05

threshold50,51 to correct for multiple comparisons. A dis-

advantage of the FDR correction approach is that differ-

ent statistical thresholds are automatically applied within

group (i.e. per hemisphere) and between group, which

limits the ability to infer patterns of spread of cortical

changes across time within and between groups. We con-

trolled for these confounds by manually setting the statis-

tical threshold at P< 0.001 uncorrected, with a

conservative cluster extent threshold of k> 50 mm2 to

minimize Type I error while balancing the risk of Type II

error.52 This approach resulted in more stringent and

consistent statistical maps than the FDR correction. In

line with previous methodology,53,54 an uncorrected

threshold of P< 0.01 was used in the between-group lon-

gitudinal analyses to account for the increased number of

time-varying parameters and the increased degrees for

freedom that would limit the power to detect underlying

effects. The significance maps for each contrast were

visualized and post-processed using tksurfer included in

the FreeSurfer software suite.

For the subcortical data, a random-intercept LME

model with fixed effects of group, time and the inter-

action between group � time was used to compare

changes in subcortical structures over time in the lvPPA

and nfvPPA groups.

Associations between changes in speech measures

and cortical thickness over time

Brain-behaviour analyses were conducted to examine the

contribution of different cortical regions to changes in

speech measures over time in nfvPPA and lvPPA. First,

cortical regions of interest (ROIs) were selected based on

the whole-brain within- and between-group longitudinal

analyses and extracted from the respective significance

maps. For within-group changes, 14 cortical ROIs (9 for

nfvPPA and 5 for lvPPA) were identified from the pheno-

type-specific cortical thinning maps. For between-group

changes, 9 ROIs (6 for nfvPPA and 3 for lvPPA) were

identified from the time � diagnosis interaction cortical

thinning maps. These ROIs were then mapped for cor-

tical thickness extraction in all individuals across all time

points in nfvPPA and lvPPA separately (Supplementary

materials). Next, relations between changes in the speech

measures and progressive cortical thinning in the ROIs

were explored fitting independent random intercept mod-

els using IBM SPSS statistics (version 24.0). Briefly, these

LME models tested associations between changes in cor-

tical thickness of these ROIs, the speech measurements

(PVI and word duration) and their time varying inter-

action both within and between groups. This approach

enabled us to identify both phenotype-specific and differ-

ential (i.e. greater in one group versus the other) corre-

lates of brain-motor speech associations. Detailed

information on the ROI selection procedure and LME

model fitting is available in the Supplementary Materials.

Data availability

Anonymized data will be shared by reasonable request

from a qualified academic investigator for the sole pur-

pose of replicating procedures and results presented in

the article and as long as data transfer is in agreement

with Australian legislation on the general data protection

regulation and decisions by the Ethical Review Board of

The University of Sydney, which should be regulated in a

material transfer agreement.

Results

Demographics and clinical data

Groups were matched for basic demographic variables

(age, sex, education; all P-values > 0.05) (Table 1). In

addition, the patient groups were matched for disease

duration and functional impairment/severity as measured

by the FRS. The proportion of native English speakers

was significantly greater in lvPPA and HC compared to

nfvPPA. Patients with lvPPA and nfvPPA were also

matched with regards to the number of follow-up assess-

ments (P¼ 0.52).
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Different cognitive profiles were found between patient

groups (Table 2). Briefly, both patient groups performed

worse than healthy controls across all measures of ACE

and SYDBAT subdomains (all P-values < 0.001).

Comparing the PPA groups, lvPPA performed worse than

nfvPPA across all ACE subdomains (attention, memory

and visuospatial all P-values � 0.01; language P¼ 0.03)

except for fluency (no differences between groups;

P¼ 0.35). On the SYDBAT, lvPPA performed worse than

nfvPPA on the naming and comprehension subtests (both

P-values � 0.01), whereas nfvPPA performed worse than

lvPPA on the repetition subtest (P¼ 0.01). No differences

between groups were seen on the semantic association

subtest (P¼ 0.51).

Baseline and longitudinal speech
analyses

The differences in speech measures between groups at

baseline are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 3. Briefly,

nfvPPA patients performed worse than healthy controls

in PVI for WS words but not for SW words. The two

clinical groups did not differ from each other. With

regards to word duration, the nfvPPA group performed

worse than lvPPA and HC for both SW and WS words.

In contrast, lvPPA were only impaired for SW words

compared with HC.

Overtime, a significant decline in PVI for WS words

was found in nfvPPA compared with lvPPA (Fig. 2 and

Table 4). In addition, the nfvPPA group also showed a

significant increase in word duration for both SW and

WS words compared with lvPPA over time.

Neuroimaging results

Baseline and longitudinal neuroimaging analyses

Baseline neuroimaging results comparing nfvPPA and

lvPPA to healthy controls are shown in the left column of

Fig. 3 (top and middle panels). In brief, the nfvPPA group

(shown in blue) showed widespread atrophy in the frontal

regions, surrounding the insula, caudal middle frontal and

superior frontal gyrus. The lvPPA group (shown in red-yel-

low) demonstrated widespread atrophy encompassing both

posterior and anterior regions at baseline, surrounding the

temporoparietal junction, posterior cingulate cortex, and

caudal middle frontal regions compared to healthy controls.

Comparisons between nfvPPA and lvPPA are shown in the

left side of Fig. 3 (bottom panel). Patients with lvPPA

showed greater atrophy in bilateral posterior cingulate cor-

tex, temporal lobes, fusiform and posterior parietal regions

(shown in red-yellow), whereas nfvPPA patients showed no

regions of greater atrophy than lvPPA patients. Regions of

greater atrophy in lvPPA patients were seen across both

hemispheres, with more significant and widespread atrophy

in the left hemisphere.

Longitudinal imaging findings within (top and middle

panels) and between syndromes (bottom panel) are

shown in the right column of Fig. 3. In nfvPPA, the left

hemisphere atrophy identified at baseline continued to

spread in the left temporal and inferior frontal lobes,

Table 2 Baseline performance on cognition and language in nfvPPA, lvPPA and healthy controls

nfvPPA lvPPA HC F P Post-hoc

(n 5 39) (n 5 40) (n 5 40)

ACE Total 74.2 6 14.7 59.4 6 16.8 95.5 6 3.6 77.466 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Attention 15.7 6 2.7 12.9 6 3.8 17.5 6 1.0 28.639 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Memory 19.9 6 5.9 12.5 6 6.4 24.5 6 1.8 56.426 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Fluency 5.4 6 3.0 4.5 6 2.8 12.6 6 1.2 130.76 <0.001 Patients < HC

Language 19.2 6 4.2 16.9 6 5.5 25.4 6 1.1 46.967 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Visuospatial 14.1 6 2.2 12.6 6 3.2 15.6 6 0.7 17.044 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

SYDBAT

Naming 20.3 6 6.0 14.9 6 6.8 27.4 6 2.0 53.669 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Semantic 25.2 6 4.0 24.1 6 5.2 28.8 6 1.1 15.435 <0.001 Patients < HC

Comprehension 27.5 6 2.6 26.0 6 3.0 29.5 6 1.0 20.978 <0.001 Patients < HC

lvPPA < nfvPPA

Repetition 21.6 6 8.7 25.5 6 5.5 29.8 6 0.5 18.941 <0.001 Patients < HC

nfvPPA < lvPPA

Values are mean 6 standard deviation. ACE, Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination; lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary pro-

gressive aphasia; SYDBAT, Sydney Language Battery. Missing data: SYDBAT Total missing for 2 lvPPA, 2 Controls; SYDBAT Naming missing for 1 lvPPA; SYDBAT Semantic missing

for 1 lvPPA, 2 controls; SYDBAT Comprehension missing for 1 lvPPA.
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including the pars opercularis and triangularis, insula, cau-

dal middle frontal, superior frontal, and the anterior cin-

gulate gyrus, with symmetric, but less significant, regions

of cortical thinning in the right hemisphere (shown in

blue). In lvPPA, additional cortical thinning was predomi-

nanty seen in the left hemisphere, with bilateral atrophy in

inferior temporal gyrus, the left middle and superior tem-

poral gyrus, and the posterior cingulate cortex (shown in

yellow). Longitudinal findings comparing between nfvPPA

and lvPPA are shown in the right side of Fig. 3 (bottom

panel). In nfvPPA, patients showed greater atrophy over

time in bilateral superior frontal gyrus, and the left caudal

middle frontal gyrus and the right pars triangularis, where-

as in lvPPA patients showed greater cortical thinning in

the left posterior cingulate cortex.

Results of the subcortical analyses are available in the

Supplementary materials. At baseline, both lvPPA and

nfvPPA showed volume reductions in the hippocampus

compared with controls, with no differences between pa-

tient groups. Additionally, lvPPA showed greater atrophy

in the amygdala compared to nfvPPA and controls and

reduced thalamus and caudate compared with controls.

Over time, significant reductions in the thalamus, caudate

and hippocampus were observed across nfvPPA and lvPPA

Figure 1 Baseline temporal speech measures in nfvPPA, lvPPA and healthy controls. lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia;

nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive aphasia; PVI, pairwise variability index; Duration is measured in milliseconds; SW, strong–weak

stressed words (e.g. dinosaur); WS, weak–strong stressed words (e.g. banana). *P < 0.05.

Table 3 Baseline temporal speech measures in nfvPPA, lvPPA and healthy controls

nfvPPA lvPPA HC F P Post-hoc

PVI_SW 94.2 6 28.7 95.3 6 29.9 106.4 6 16.4 2.436 0.09 –

PVI_WS 111.7 6 22.1 120.1 6 17.33 125.0 6 16.6 4.643 0.01 nfvPPA < HC

Duration_SW 772.1 6 207.6 684.5 6 154.1 590.2 6 72.1 12.209 <0.001 nfvPPA > lvPPA > HC

Duration_WS 765.0 6 214.7 638.6 6 117.5 588.6 6 75.5 13.437 <0.001 nfvPPA > lvPPA, HC

PVI (Pairwise variability index) and duration (milliseconds) values are shown as mean 6 standard deviation. lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent

variant primary progressive aphasia; SW, strong–weak stressed words (e.g. dinosaur); WS, weak–strong stressed words (e.g. banana). Missing data: PVI_SW missing for 2 nfvPPA, 2

lvPPA, 5 HC; PVI_WS missing for 2 nfvPPA, 1 lvPPA, 5 HC; Duration_SW missing for 2 nfvPPA; 2 lvPPA; 5 HC; Duration_WS missing for 2 nfvPPA; 1 lvPPA and 6 HC. For indivduals

tested before July 2012, only the six words from the SYDBATwere available (two SW, four WS).
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groups. No diagnosis � time interactions were found indi-

cating that both groups declined at comparable rates.

Associations between speech
temporal measures for WS words
and cortical thickness over time

These analyses examined associations between the PVI,

duration and cortical thickness both within and between

nfvPPA and lvPPA over time. The analyses focussed on

WS words due to their discriminative power to separate

speech production trajectories in nfvPPA and lvPPA.

In nfvPPA, both within group and in direct compari-

sons to lvPPA, changes in PVI over time were associ-

ated with significant and greater progressive cortical

thinning in the right inferior frontal and left middle

frontal cortices with large and significant effect sizes

(Fig. 4A and B).

Figure 2 Longitudinal changes in temporal speech measures in nfvPPA and lvPPA groups. lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia;

nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive aphasia; PVI, pairwise variability index; Duration is measured in milliseconds; SW, strong–weak

stressed words (e.g. dinosaur); WS, weak–strong stressed words (e.g. banana). See Supplementary materials for data separated by presence of

AOS and dysarthria within diagnostic groups.

Table 4 Annual change of longitudinal temporal speech measures for strong–weak (SW) and weak–strong (WS)

words in nfvPPA and lvPPA

Follow-up Diagnosis interaction Parameter coefficientsa

F P F P nfvPPA lvPPA

PVI_SW 3.825 0.05 1.249 0.26 �7.99 �2.18

PVI_ WS 8.496 0.004 6.554 0.01 �11.83 �0.76

Duration_SW 2.918 0.09 11.287 0.001 75.90 �24.73

Duration_WS 7.597 0.007 9.176 0.003 67.05 �3.16

aParameter estimates of annual change within each group in milliseconds. lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive apha-

sia; PVI, pairwise variability index; SW, strong–weak stressed words; WS, weak–strong stressed words. Missing data: SW words data missing for 6 lvPPA and 10 nfvPPA time points,

WS words missing for 4 lvPPA and 10 nfvPPA time points.
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Figure 3 Baseline and longitudinal patterns of cortical thinning in nfvPPA and lvPPA. Regions of greater cortical atrophy are depicted in blue for

nfvPPA and in red-yellow for lvPPA. The left panel shows atrophy findings at baseline in PPA groups compared with controls (top and middle

row), and between PPA groups (bottom row). Baseline results are thresholded at P¼ 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. The right

panel shows regions of cortical thinning over time within (top and middle trow) and between (bottom row) PPA groups. Longitudinal results are

thresholded at P¼ 0.001 for within-group analysis, and at P¼ 0.01 for between-group analysis, uncorrected for multiple comparisons. lvPPA,

logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive aphasia.
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In nfvPPA, increased word duration over time was

associated with progressive thining on the left superior

and right middle frontal gyrus with a moderate effect

size, although this effect did not reach statistical signifi-

cance (Fig. 4 A). Word duration was also moderately

associated with greater left midde frontal cortex thinning

in nfvPPA compared to lvPPA, but this did not reach

statistical significance (Fig. 4B).

In lvPPA, no significant associations were found within

or between groups for either speech measure with cortical

thickness changes over time.

Discussion
Using longitudinal analyses of speech and cortical integ-

rity measures, we identified a network of robust cortical

biomarkers of progressive AOS specific to nfvPPA and

strongly associated with motor speech deterioration. A

measure of relative timing across polysyllabic words

with weak initial stress (PVI_WS; e.g. banana) was

strongly associated with changes in cortical atrophy in

the left premotor area, an area critical for speech motor

planning/programming. Importantly, the right inferior

frontal gyrus showed the greatest sentitivity to PVI de-

terioration in nfvPPA compared to lvPPA with disease

progression. This highlights an important yet poorly

understood role of this region in speech motor con-

trol2,13 and in the changing profile of speech impairment

with nfvPPA progression. Another measure, word dur-

ation (i.e. articulation rate) also deteriorated over time

in the nfvPPA group relative to lvPPA and was only

weakly associated with more distributed cortical changes

over time.

Figure 4 Brain regions showing associations between temporal speech measures and cortical thinning in nfvPPA and lvPPA. Coloured regions

depict associations between cortical atrophy of ROIs and changes in PVI (light blue) or word duration (dark blue). The cortical region

represented in purple was independently associated with changes in PVI and duration in nfvPPA compared to lvPPA. Panel A depict changes in

nfvPPA over time. Panel B depict greater changes in nfvPPA compared with lvPPA. The Y-axis indicates the effect size (Cohen’s d: small¼ 0.20;

medium¼ 0.50; large¼ 0.80). The X-axis indicates the anatomical regions underpinning the effect. Longitudinal results are thresholded at P

¼0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. lvPPA, logopenic variant primary progressive aphasia; nfvPPA, non-fluent variant primary progressive

aphasia.
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Rhythmic structure of words is
affected in nfvPPA but not lvPPA

The PVI clearly differentiated between nfvPPA and lvPPA

both behaviourally and anatomically. The nfvPPA group

showed worsening of this symptom over time.

Furthermore, worsening of PVI for weak–strong words

was significantly correlated with progression of left-later-

alized cortical thinning affecting the ventral premotor cor-

tex in the middle frontal gyrus. These results expand the

findings from previous cross-sectional studies that

reported association of damage to the left ventral pre-

motor cortex with apraxic speech disturbance.2,13,14,20

Notably, the PVI measure was only informative for

words with a weak–strong stress pattern. This highlights

the specificity of the PVI measure, over and above a glo-

bal measure of articulation or speaking rate. PVI, as

implemented here, captures relative timing over adjacent

syllables within words. Rhythmic patterns are distributed

unequally in English, with over 90% of two-syllable

nouns having the strong–weak (i.e. trochaic) pattern.55

This imbalance in frequency and opportunity for practice

over a lifetime has consequences. Infants as young as 7–

8 months are sensitive to the metrical patterns of speech,

which assist them in learning to find the boundaries of

words in the speech of others.56,57 In typical develop-

ment, production of the highly frequent strong–weak pat-

tern (e.g. dinosaur) presents little challenge and is

mastered by 3 years of age58; however, the weak–strong

pattern (e.g. banana) is still not mastered by 11 years.59

Furthermore, Ziegler and Aichert60 have demonstrated

that, for individuals with AOS, articulation errors are

more frequent in words with weak–strong stress. Their

work provides compelling support for the notion of AOS

as ‘a problem of assembling vocal tract gestures into

larger syllabic and metrical structures’ (p. 37). They liken

damage to the left ventrolateral frontal speech regions as

‘dissolving the glue’ that binds learned motor plans.

Invoking the ‘last in, first out’ concept,61,62 rhythmic con-

trol of the later acquired weak–strong metrical pattern

might be disproprortionately vulnerable to damage in the

underpinning neurological network. Consistent with this,

several studies have reported beneficial effects of restora-

tive speech interventions that employ rhythmic cueing

strategies, such as pacing or speech entrainment, for

speech apraxia across multiple aetiologies.18,63–66

Overall articulation rate is affected
in nfvPPA but not lvPPA

Progressive slowing of articulation rate for both strong–

weak and weak–strong words was strongly associated

with the nfvPPA group only; however, associations with

atrophic changes over time were relatively weak (P-values

� 0.05 and moderate magnitude of effects). Slowed

speech is a feature of most types of motor speech dis-

order, which include dysarthrias and AOS. While slow

articulation rate is commonly noted in AOS, unlike dys-

arthria, the slowness is not related to reduced movement

velocities.67–70 On the other hand, articulatory slowing in

cortical and subcortical dysarthrias tends to affect abso-

lute timing across all segments of speech due to hyper-

tonia or rigidity of the speech musculature.71 The

nonspecificity of articulation rate undermines its value as

a marker for any one type of motor speech disorder.

However, data reported here and elsewhere suggest that

articulation is an important baseline indicator of general

motor speech disorder and, in the context of frontotem-

poral dementias, signals posterior frontal or subcortical

disease. In contrast to articulation rate, the disruption to

relative timing captured by the PVI measure and specific

to words with weak–strong stress is likely associated with

the more challenging motor planning demands of this

movement sequence, as noted above. This explanation is

supported by Ballard et al.6 who reported that PVI_WS

was associated with presence of AOS but not cortical

dysarthria, in a cohort of stroke patients. Furthermore,

our analyses revealed that word duration was not signifi-

cantly linked to neurological deterioration in any specific

cortical region over time. While the measure of polysyl-

lable word duration, as an index of articulation rate (i.e.

syllables per second), may be powerful in differentiating

nfvPPA from lvPPA early in the disease course, it is un-

likely to aid in detection of AOS versus the dysarthrias

that can herald the onset of other linked neurological

conditions such as motor neuron disease and corticobasal

syndrome. It is likely that other instrumental speech met-

rics are needed for reliable positive detection of dysarth-

ria(s) in nfvPPA.72,73

Uncovering the role of right inferior
frontal gyrus in speech motor
control

A strong relationship was also observed between worsen-

ing PVI_WS and thinning in the right inferior frontal

gyrus (IFG) for individuals with nfvPPA. The nfvPPA

cases already had extensive left frontal atrophy in base-

line (see Fig. 3) and so the stronger correlation between

right frontal atrophy and speech measures over time like-

ly reflects the greater potential for deterioration on the

right; but, also supports recent proposals of contralateral

involvement of right inferior frontal gyrus in speech

praxis.2

The right IFG region has not been associated with

AOS, a condition almost exclusively triggered by left-lat-

eralized damage.71 In nfvPPA, AOS is an early clinical

feature associated with left hemisphere cortical atrophy.

However, studies in stroke have shown that patients who

recover language skills after a left hemisphere stroke can

re-present with aphasia after stroke or neuromodulatory

suppression to the right homologous area74,75 also argued

for a facilitative role of right IFG in adapting to left IFG
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hemisphere damage. Using a virtual lesion method, they

found that damage to left IFG was associated with

reduced activation in the damaged ROI during pseudo-

word repetition; and a corresponding increase in activity

in the homologous area was associated with a facilitatory

drive to left IFG and faster responding. Importantly,

however, spread of pathology to the right hemisphere

and to the right frontal cortex over time in dementia and

PPA is common.54,76–79 Progression of pathology into the

right IFG could undermine any facilitatory effect from

right IFG and explain the correlation between worsening

PVI_WS and right IFG thinning observed here.

Little is currently known about the implications of

contralateral spread of pathology on the behavioural

symptoms of nfvPPA, or AOS specifically. Further work

is needed to identify the associations with symptom sever-

ity, prognosis in behavioural rehabilitation, or potential

sites for noninvasive neuromodulation. This study pro-

vides a valuable metric to quantify the effects of extent

of left and right IFG involvement on speech production

throughout the course of nfvPPA.

Clinical implications

Our findings further validate the use of the PVI metric as

a robust marker of the context-specific speech timing dis-

ruption that characterizes AOS. Word duration, as an

index of articulation rate, also emerges as a powerful

baseline marker of motor speech disorder in general, but

is not specific to AOS. Further study is required to deter-

mine whether PVI is also affected in cases of frontotem-

poral dementia with dysarthria, and no AOS, or whether

other acoustic metrics more accurately capture the specif-

ic speech changes associated with different dysarthria

types. Objective biomarkers associated with the

emergence and/or progression of AOS will be useful for

clinical trials, and towards theoretical accounts of the

pathomechanisms underpinning impaired speech motor

control. They can assist with the prediction of neuro-

pathological type and, therefore, prediction of rate and

course of disease progression and selection for interven-

tion trials. The different trajectories and timelines for

nfvPPA and lvPPA require different support strategies to

be instigated, and different foci of follow-up assessments

towards, for example, anticipated rapid Alzheimer-type

cognitive decline in lvPPA31,80 and potential conversion

to conditions, such as progressive supranuclear palsy or

motor neurone disease in nfvPPA.20,81

A more developed neurobiological account of AOS can

inform appropriate design of behavioural or neuromodu-

latory treatments for targeting or compensating for the

specific impairment and give insight into mechanisms of

action for effective interventions. Here, the specific

impairment in control of relative timing, quantified by

the PVI_WS measure, identifies candidates for promising

rhythmic entrainment treatments. Rhythmic entrainment

protocols that stimulate sychronisation of speech produc-

tion and neural oscillatory speech networks, using either

nonverbal or verbal rhythmic stimuli, have triggered

marked and persistent improvement in speech fluency

and accuracy in both stroke-related and progressive non-

fluent aphasia and AOS.18,63,65 Little is yet known about

the impact of neurodegeneration and subsequent rhythmic

behavioural training on the neural oscillatory networks

that underpin speech processing and production. Future

exploration of these acoustic metrics for patient selection

and as outcome measures, alongside longitudinal neural

imaging will contribute to mechanistic accounts of dis-

ease-related loss and treatment-related preservation and

restoration of motor speech skill.

Finally, while the PVI_WS metric used here was not

sufficiently powerful to differentiate the two PPA groups

at baseline, future work can determine testing contexts to

improve sensitivity and specificity. For example, in indi-

viduals with stroke-related AOS, PVI is more discriminat-

ing in a more challenging speaking context where the

stimulus words are embedded within a sentence.28

Conclusions
This study provides further compelling evidence for the

critical role of the left premotor cortex in speech praxis,

as well as a role of the right IFG in responding to neuro-

logical changes in the speech motor network with disease

progression. Findings validate the use of the PVI_WS

metric as a robust marker of disease progression and

atrophic change in regions underpinning speech praxis,

for individuals with nfvPPA. The analysis here was lim-

ited to observation and correlation with imaging metrics,

although the longitudinal approach strengthens the main

findings beyond previous cross-sectional methods.

Nonetheless, methods that can address causality are

encouraged. The findings justify developing more sensi-

tive measures of rhythmic control of speech that may

enable confident detection of AOS as it emerges and

more sensitive tracking of intervention-related changes.

Identification of such biomarkers of AOS could lead to

better stratification of patients for clinical trials,

informed models of disease, and insight into the mecha-

nisms of action for behavioural and noninvasive brain

stimulation interventions.

Supplementary material
Supplementary material is available at Brain

Communications online.
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